
FUN WITH 
FURNITURE

Steeped in heritage and flaunting innovative designs and 
exceptional craftsmanship, Madheke by LOCO Designs 
seamlessly blends tradition with modern influences to result in 
products that exemplify understated elegance. The brand’s tailored 
design offerings boast an effortless mix of rare skins, crafted metals, 
fine veneers, high-performance materials and tectonic detailing, 
revealing a unique design language inspired by old-world tradition, 
but speaking to the contemporary world.
For more information, email madheke@locodesign.in 
or call +917838139945

This new year, welcome home gorgeous design elements from 
Jaipur-based interior solutions brand, Gulmohar Lane, which will 

infuse your living space with a sense of magical charm. Inspired by 
all things natural, and flaunting simple yet elegant aesthetics, each 

offering is impeccably handcrafted and exudes purposeful comforts. 
What’s more, Gulmohar Lane is the first interior solutions brand to 

offer clients the option of product customisations online to 
simplify the purchasing process.

For more information, visit Gulmoharlane.com, 
email care@gulmoharlane.com or call +91 8824040096

SPRUCE UP YOUR SPACE

Design, With A Purpose

Founded by mother-daughter duo Iqrup and Ritika Dhamija when the 
latter couldn’t find the right furniture for her apartment, Iqrup + Ritz is 
a contemporary design brand that values timeless design and skilled 
craftsmanship. Synonymous with quality and luxury, the brand designs all its 
offerings in-house and collaborates with designers from across the world to 
offer exceptional furniture that not only carries its own story and inspiration 
but that also stands the test of time. 
For more information, email contact.in@iqrupandritz.com, 
call +91 9599110672/ +91 1244237613 or follow @iqrupandritz 
on Instagram

Shower 
Power 

Bold. Creative. Unconventional. And deceptively playful. At Skaid Designs, 

each project echoes founder Kish Dusharla's larger-than-life aesthetic. Not 

one to shy away from experimenting with loud colours and dizzying designs, 

Dusharla's creations are infused with an incredible level of detail while 

being left open to interpretation. Layered with symbolism and subliminal 

messaging, Skaid's unique approach to design has won Dusharla ample 

praise from his clients.

For more information, visit Skaids.com or 

follow @skaiddesigns on Instagram

Of Daring, Dizzying Designs 

Your bathroom isn’t just a place you flit in and out of for a quick shower. More 
often than not, it’s a place that invites you to luxuriate in tranquility after a long 

day. And bathroom solutions brand Hansgrohe’s latest Rainfinity shower range, 
boasting innovative functions and new jet types, is designed to indulge and 

immerse you in ultimate relaxation. Its unique spray surface, which curves slightly 
inwards, ensures that the water jet doesn’t directly hit your head and shoulders 
from above, but instead envelops your body for a more indulgent experience.

For more information, visit Hansgrohe.com


